Let f : X' -> X be a cell-like map between metric spaces and set
Introduction
For the most part cell-like maps behave in the expected fashion by being fine homotopy equivalences in the setting of ANR's and by being hereditary shape equivalences in the general setting of metric spaces (see [An, Ha, Ko, La, MR, Sh] ). An exception is due to J. Taylor [Ta] . R. J. Daverman and J. J. Walsh [DW] modified Taylor's example [Ta] to obtain a cell-like map from a compactum with nontrivial shape onto the Hubert cube such that the nondegeneracy set is contained in the countable union of finite dimensional compact sets. On the other hand, G. Kozlowski [Ko] proved that a cell-like map f:X'->X from a compact ANR X' onto a metric space X is a hereditary shape equivalence if there is a sequence {Bn}°^=i of closed subsets of X such that the nondegeneracy set is contained in \J^=X Bn , f\f~ (Bn) is a hereditary shape equivalence for each n = 1,2, ... , and {f~l(Bn)}^Lx forms a pairwise disjoint null-sequence.
Here we find sufficient conditions for cell-like maps to be hereditary shape equivalences and, furthermore, we extend the aforementioned result of G. Kozlowski's. 1. Definitions and notation. A cell-like map is a proper map with each pointinverse having trivial shape. A map /: X -► Y is a hereditary shape equivalence provided f\f~ (A): f~l(A) -<• A is a shape equivalence for any closed subset A of Y. It follows that a cell-like map is surjective (see Lemma 7 in [Ko] ). For the fixed map /: X1 -► X we introduce the following notation:
S' = f~ ' (S) for a subset S of X, %/' = {f~l(U)\U e^} for a cover <% of X, Nf = {x\r\x)jt point}.
For a subset V of X x Y we adopt the following notation:
dorn F = {x e X\(x,y) G V for some y G Y}, V\K = {(x,y)\(x,y)e V and x G K} for a subset K of X, V\x = V\{x} forxeX, V(x) = {yeY\(x,y)e V} for x G X.
Suppose U and F are subsets of X x Y with U D V and g : dom F-»y is a function such that the relation g c U.
A slice-contraction of F o«to g /« £/ is a homotopy <f>: V x I -► U such that 0O = inclusion V -► (7, 0((F|x) x /) c f/|x for any x G dom F, and <t>x(V\x) = g\x. If there is a slice contraction of V onto # in U, we say that F slice-contracts or is slice-contractible onto g m U... A relation R : X -► Y is slice-trivial in X x Y provided each neighborhood U of R in X x Y contains a neighborhood V of R in X x F such that V slice-contracts in U. An ANR trivial extension of a proper onto map /:!'-»! is a proper onto map f+: X'+ -► ^+ from an ANR A^ to a metric space X+ to which are associated closed embeddings / : X' -> A^ and ; : A -> Z+ such that f+oi -j of and /+ maps A^ -i(X') homeomorphically onto X+ -j(X). For a proper onto map f: X1 -> X and a closed embedding i : X1 -> A^. into an ANR A^ , there is an obvious ANR trivial extension f+: X'+ -► A"+ as follows. Let X+ = X'+ Uyo/_, Ar, the space obtained by attaching A"| to X via the map foi~ : i(X')-*X. Let j: X X + be the natural "inclusion," and let f : AT' -► X+ be the natural map such that f+° i -j o f and /+ is the identity on A^. -i(X').
Results
Theorem 1. A cell-like map f:X'-^X is a hereditary shape equivalence if there exists a sequence {Bn}°^=x of closed subsets of X such that N, c IJ^Li B" • f\B'n : B'n -► Bn is a hereditary shape equivalence for each n = 1,2,..., and,
for each Bn and a neighborhood U of Bn, there exists a neighborhood V of Bn such that V c U and dV intersects at most finitely many members of {B'i}°^x .
Proof. If we embed X1 as a closed subset of ANR X'+ , then the ANR trivial extension f : X'+ -* X+ satisfies all the hypotheses in Theorem 1. Hence we may assume X' is an ANR. According to G. Kozlowski [Ko, Theorems 5 and 10] , it is enough to show that, for any open cover JÍ of X, there exists a map g: X -^ X' such that g o / is .^f'-homotopic to the identity on X'. We show it in five steps.
Let Jf be an open cover of X. Using results of F. D. Ancel's [An, A. 2 and A.9] , find a neighborhood UQ of /"' in X x X' such that {Í70(x)|x G X} refines Jf'.
Step 1. First we note that the implication (5) =*> (3b) in [An, 4 .5] applied to f\B'n: B'n -> Bn shows that f\B'n: B'n -> Bn is slice-trivial for each n = 1,2, .... It easily follows from results of Ancel's that, for each « = 1,2,..., there exists an open cover ¿îfn of X, a neighborhood Un of f~ in X x X', and a neighborhood Mn of Bn such that
Un\Mn slice-contracts in Un_x (see [An, 3.5] ).
Step 2. By induction we will show that, for each n = 1,2,.. r/(x,y,i) on \\Ëi{Ut\Kt)-{UM\HM:
where ^ is a slice-contraction of Uk+x\Hk+x in t/J//^, and p.,X: X -> [0, 1] are maps such that A(AT -/fJfc+,) = {0}, fi(Kk+ï) -{0}, and /f l(l)UÂ_1(l) = AT. Then we easily see that, for each n = 1,2, ... ,k + 1, (2.1 )' and (2.2) are satisfied by {Kn}kn+Jx , {Hn}kn+\ , and {*"}¡!¡ . Now we can easily claim (2.1) and (2.2).
Step 3. For each n = 1,2, ... , we define a slice-contraction x/, F"({x} x /) c U(f(x)) foranyxGÍU^J .
Let 4>" slice-contract |J"_, Ui\Ki onto g'n in U. Then it follows from a proposition of F. D. Ancel's [An, 2.1.(1) ] that, for each n = 1,2, ... , gn is continuous function. Furthermore, g'n -g'n+x on U"=i(^/I-^,-) f°r eacn n = 1,2,....
Let n : X x X1 -► X' be the projection map. Notice that f~l\(Kx-K):Kx-K ^X' is a continuous map and that Gl : (Kx-K)xl ^ X' defined by Gl(x,t) -no(j)~l(x ,f~l(x) ,t) is a homotopy from G[Q = f~l\(Kx-K) to G\ = g'x\(Kx -K) such that C7'({x} x /) c U(x) for any x G Kx -K. By modifying the homotopy extension property of an ANR X', we obtain an extension G : Kx x I -* X' of G such that G ({x} x I) c U(x) for each xeKx. Define gx : Kx -» X1 as g Ax) = GAx,0). Let Then we can easily check that Ax is a well defined continuous function. By modifying the homotopy extension property of an ANR X', we get an extension ÄX:(KX)' xl xl -> X' of A, such that X,({x} x I x I) c U(f(x)) for each xe(Kx)'. Now we define F1: (#,)'x/-> X' as F](x,s) = X,(x,s,0).
We will show how to get g2 and F . First we notice that gxUf \(K2 -K) defined a continuous function from A'1 U (K2 -K) to X1. Define G : [Kx U (K2-K)]xl ->X' and G2 = G1 on Z,x/ and G2(x,i) = ^oc!,2(x,/_1(x),0 forany (x,t) G (K2-K)xl.
Then G is a homotopy from g1u/_1|(A^2-A^) tô 2 such that G2({x) x /) c i/(x) for any x eKxU(K2-K).
By modifying the homotopy exntesion property of an ANR, we can find an extension G : (Kx U K2)xl -» A"' of G2 such that G2({x} x /) c t/(x) for each xel,ul2. Then we easily see that A2 is an extension of A, . By modifying the homotopy extension property of an ANR X', we extend A2 to A2 : (Kx L)K2)' xlxl -► X' such that Â2({x} x I x I) c U(f(x)) for any x G (Kx U K2)'. Now define F : (KXUK2)' xl -► A'' as F (x ,s) = A2(x,s,0). We easily see that F2 is an extension of F1 , F0 = inclusion, and Fx = g2 o f\(Kx U K2)'. Furthermore, F2({x} x /) c U(f(x)) for any x G (Kx ul2) ' and F2(x,i) = x for any (x,t)e[(KxuK2)' -K']xl. Now, by induction, we claim that, for each « = 1,2,..., there exist a map 8n-U"=i^, -» *' and a homotopy F": (lj"=i^,)' x / -» JT* satisfying (4.1) and (4.2).
Step 5 We will show g is continuous. First notice that it is enough to show that {g(x")}™=l converges to f~ (x) for any sequence {xn}^=x in K converging to x in dK. Since gn = f~ on \J¡-\ K¡ -K and Kn intersects at most finitely many of {K^f=x , it is enough to show that {g(xn) = gn(xn)}^Lx converges to f (x) for any sequence {xn}^=x with xn G Kn -\J¡~VK¡ converging to x in dK. Consider a neighborhood B(f~'(x);e) = {y G X'\d(f~l(x) ,y) < e} for any e > 0. Since / is proper, there exists a neighborhood B(x;S) = {y G X\d(x,y) < S} of x in X for some ô > 0 such that f~[(B(x;â)) c B(f~ (x);e). Choose an integer N such that xn G B(x;ô/2) for any n> N and 1/jV < S ¡1. Then, for any n > N, U(xn) c /"'(L) for some Lei¡.
Since /" (x")U^(xn) c U(xn), we have {x^ ,f°g(xn)} c L and diamL < Ö/1 for any n> N. Therefore, for any n > N,
Hence f°g(xn) G B(x,ô), and g(xn) G ß(/_1(x);e) for n> N. Therefore g is continuous.
The continuity of F can be checked by the same analysis that established the continuity of g. Finally we claim that F is a .jf'-homotopy from the identity on X' to go f by noticing that F({x} x /) c U(f(x)) c U0(f(x)) and that {Í70(x)|x G X} refines Jf'. Therefore / is a hereditary shape equivalence.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 1 we have the following.
Corollary 1. A cell-like map f:X'->X is a hereditary shape equivalence if there exists a sequence {Bn}™=x of closed subsets of X such that Nf c |J~ i Bn > f\B'n is a hereditary shape equivalence for any Bn, and each Bn has arbitrary small neighborhoods whose boundaries miss |J^11 B¡.
Some interesting cases of Corollary 1 follow.
Corollary 2 (G. Kozlowski [Ko] ). A cell-like map f: X' -> X is a hereditary shape equivalence if there exists a sequence {Bn}™=x of closed subsets of X such that Nf c U^li B" > f\B'n is a hereditary shape equivalence for each Bn, and {B'n}°^=x forms a pairwise disjoint null-sequence.
Corollary 3. A cell-like map f:X'^>X is a hereditary shape equivalence if there exists a sequence {Bn}^Lx of closed subsets of X suchthat Nf c\J^=xBn, f\B'n is a hereditary shape equivalence for each Bn , and {Bn}°^=x forms a pairwise disjoint null-sequence. [An, Theorem 5.1] , to show / is a hereditary shape equivalence, it is enough to show that f\ C¡ : C¡ -> C¡ is a hereditary shape equivalence for each i = 1,2, ... . It is not hard to see that f\C¡: C¡ -* C¡ and the sequence {Bn n C;}^, of closed subsets of C( satisfy the hypothesis in Corollary 1. Therefore each f\C\ is a hereditary shape equivalence, hence / is a hereditary shape equivalence.
Questions
Recall the definition of a strong transfinite dimension, Ind, which is given inductively (see [Na] ). Ind A" = -1 provided X is the empty space. Ind X < a for an ordinal a provided for each closed subset A of X and a neighborhood U of A there exists a neighborhood V of A such that V c U and Ind(<9 V) < ß for some ordinal ß < a. Now we raise two questions which can be shown equivalent to each other by adopting the analyses in the proof of Theorem 2 and by using a theorem of F. D. Ancel's [An] which states that a strong transfinite dimensional subset of a metric space is contained in a Gs-subset which is countable dimensional. Question 1. Is a cell-like map a hereditary shape equivalence if the nondegeneracy set is contained in the countable union of pairwise disjoint finite dimensional closed subsets?
Question 2. Is a cell-like map f:X'^>X a hereditary shape equivalence if there exists a sequence {Bn}™=x of finite dimensional closed subsets of X such that Nj. c U~ , Bn and \Jn¿m(B" n Bm) has a strong transfinite dimension?
